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Presentation Notes
Every gift planning program is poised for growth - but the starting point for each program is different, just as each nonprofit is unique.  Each one of you represents a specific area of the charitable sector, and have your own donors, budget, staff size and expertise.  Some of you may serve the local community while others may have statewide, national, or international scope.However, the principles that drive success are the same for each of you.  In this session we will focus on those core elements that every nonprofit can embrace to make their gift planning and deferred giving programs stronger.One of the challenges in any presentation like this is language and definition of terms.  So here are some key concepts and how I am defining them for this purpose:Gift planning - is the donor-centric process of helping donors articulate their gift goals (the impact they want to have) and then helping them identify the best gift type, gift asset, and gift timing to meet their objectives and match their ability to give.Deferred gifts are a narrower category within gift planning that refers to irrevocable and revocable gifts where the charitable benefit is deferred until the donor’s death.  This is often a bequest or beneficiary designation that is a part of the donor’s estate planning.Fundraising maturity is the nonprofit’s stage in relationship-based fundraising.  All charities begin fundraising in a transactional form.  As they move to major and principle gifts, they are building relationships with donors.  Deferred gifts require one of the strongest relationships and trust of all gifts, because the donor will not be there to witness application of the funds.



WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO DO 
TODAY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNEveryone is in a different place with their programs and priorities and the NSGPS, which we’ll walk through today, was built to help every charity navigate those different needs. 



A CHALLENGE TO YOU

• As we walk through these ten principles, 

think about your own program. 

• Focus on those areas that most need 

strengthening when making your plan for 

the year.

• Network to see how others solve any 

problem you encounter.
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Presentation Notes
KATHRYNTake out a pen and make notes as we walk through these principles.  Think about where your gift planning program is in each of these areas.  Note your strengths, as well as those areas that need to be built whether it is data, or stewardship, or intentional portfolio management.  Every program - regardless of how mature it is or how many donors are in the pipeline - has areas that can be strengthened.Recognize the wealth of information around you in the networks of nonprofits who are also on this journey.  Don’t copy their tactics. Simply copying a stewardship event or marketing campaign of another organization may or may not bring results for your organization depending upon where you are in the communication and relationship curve with your donors.  Rather, focus on how they built a strategy for their program, and the elements that focused them on the successful event or marketing element!  Think about the process they used to identify their unique opportunities for their stage of fundraising maturity.



LET’S START AT THE TOP 
(WITH STRATEGY)
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KATHRYN



STRATEGY SHOULD DRIVE EVERYTHING 
YOU DO IN GIFT PLANNING

• Just as your nonprofit has a strategy, your gift 

planning program should have a strategy.

• It will build on your greatest strengths, and 

address your greatest weaknesses.

• This will help you make a plan that will 

accelerate the success of your gift planning 

program.
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Presentation Notes
KATHRYNSo often, the focus of our annual program plans center on marketing tactics, direct response, or even events.  These are tactics.  If you talk with any marketing firm, or events management firm, you’ll find scores of options.  But to know which is best for your organization, you need to have a clear understanding of:Where is your gift planning program now?  (How many deferred gift maturities do you receive, how many new revocable deferred gifts do you add to your pipeline, how many irrevocable deferred gifts do you close, how many non-cash gifts do you receive, and how many blended gifts have you closed?)Where are your programs strengths and weaknesses?Who are your best prospects?  What is the most effective way to engage those prospects?Where are your greatest opportunities?  Your strategy should focus you on those areas where you have the greatest opportunity for success.How will you measure success?We’ll look at how to assess where you are. We’ll then look at the core ten principles for success.  These also will drive strategy, especially where you have opportunities to strengthen your core.



NACGP: NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR 
GIFT PLANNING SUCCESS (NSGPS)

• National standards allow nonprofits to create and 

execute a strategy:

• Assess current gift planning program

• Identify areas that need strengthening

• Tools to leverage results 

• Path to generate more deferred gifts and 

augment current gifts
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NATHANThroughout our talk today, the 10 principles Kathryn will walk you through are all tied to the recently released National Standards for Gift Planning Success, released in September 2020 by the National Association of Charitable Gift Planners.  These standards are all about working smarter - and not harder. The creation of these standards really started off because of some basic questions/situations that most of us have faced throughout our careers…Have you ever wondered what the difference is between a good gift planning program and a great one? Have you ever been asked by your board or boss ‘why’ they should be investing in your planned giving program? Perhaps you’ve inherited a fledgling program and want to jumpstart it? These standards have been developed with a volunteers team representing all types of charities, sizes of charities, and geographic structure using gift planners on staff with charities, consultants from the fields, and vendors who work with a wide range of charities. They’re intended to be a living, breathing resource based on proven best practices and current research that is focused on providing any and all fundraising shops with tools to ensure gift planning success. 



THE BASIC PRINCIPLES

• The standards can be applied to ALL NPOs, 
regardless of size or sophistication of program

• Each program has flexibility to apply standards 
to its own culture and operation

• The standards are relevant for all gift plans, from 
non-cash assets to irrevocable deferred gifts, to 
revocable estate commitments 
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Presentation Notes
NATHANWe tend to look around and think that charities with bigger budgets, or flashier missions, or with greater name recognition have advantages in engaging donors in deferred gifts.  That’s simply not true.  It is possible for smaller charities to do extremely well in deferred giving where they have embrace these ten principles and are building relationships with donors and extending donor visions to future impact.



NSGPS ALLOWS US TO ADDRESS 
COMMON PAIN POINTS 

• Lack of understanding of gift planning within board 

and C-Suite

• Inconsistent gift planning support and investment

• Lack of defined measures

• Inconsistency with tracking ‘success’ institution by 

institution
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NATHANThe GPS in NSGPS is intentional as there are 3 themes that Successful programs ALL have in common and that help us combat the issues identified on the right side of this slide:GROWING - Not stagnant, evolving…communication internally and externally is key here as all stakeholders internally should 			know what’s going on and all donor/prospective donors want to know the organization is evolving and growingPIPELINE FOCUSED - PG is NOT just about the gifts identified today, but equally important TOMORROW!	- 	STORY – Int’l AFP in San Diego a couple years back…development person shared board wasn’t willing to invest as 	”those gifts will just come in anyway”…this thinking hinders so many organizations.	And while yes, 2/3 of planned gifts may not be known about until the day of maturation (Stelter studies and others….) it’s the 		work NPO’s are doing to build awareness, tell stories and create a pipeline that pushes donors and advisors to actionSUSTAINED - Commitment internally from leaders/organization and commitment TO donors for a consistent experience throughout their donor journey.	STORY – I can’t tell you how many times I’ve had to have the conversation with someone around their investment in their 			program, or the expectations for a marketing program for pg….this is not something you do once and all the gifts will come 			in…there has to be a dedication to this and a steady drum beat as we never know when people will be in the mindset to sit 			down and do their planning. 



THE STRUCTURE OF THE NATIONAL 
STANDARDS

• There are 16 standards divided into three categories:

• Support From the Top for the Gift Planning 
Program

• Ability and Capacity to Execute (Strong Operating 
Platform)

• Donor-Centric Engagement and Management
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NATHANYou’ll find all 16 standards for success organized by:  Support from the top; Ability and Capacity to Execute (Strong operating platform); and Donor-centric engagement and management.You’ll also find a self-assessment for each of the three categories of standards on the same page. You can take the survey anonymously and not send it to CGP or you can take the survey and share it with CGP so that they can begin to assess the stages gift planning programs are in, and measure change over time.In this session, we’ve isolated 10 principles at the core of these standards.  From experience, we have found all 16 standards essential, and that these 10 principles  - at the heart of these standards - drive success. You can take the survey anonymously and not send it to CGP or you can take the survey and share it with CGP so that they can begin to assess the stages gift planning programs are in, and measure change over time.One of the most valuable ways to use the assessments is to ask your manager to complete the assessment and rate where you are at the same time that you take the survey.  If the two sets of answers are different, it creates a great platform for a conversation.We recommend taking the assessment at the close of each year so that you can measure progress to goal and set new goals for the areas needing strengthening.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
NATHANAfter today’s talk we’ll ask that the simplest thing you can do is begin with an assessment of your program.  This assessment is not about metrics - it is about program strength.Here’s a snapshot PDF of ALL the standards that can be found on the site, and before we jump into the meat of our talk today, I’ll give you a quick tour of how to access the standards and associated tools.Goto website (link imbedded in visual)Highlight ‘how’ to access/use…important to remember that it’s not necessarily intended that you go chronologically through each standard 1-16, this will vary based on where your program is at (which the assessment will help identify)Highlight resources — Access through CGP LinkShow assessments

https://charitablegiftplanners.org/nsgps


THE TEN PRINCIPLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNWhat we’re looking for is how to leverage your resources, increase donor prospects, and ultimately build program, revenue.   While we all want to focus on our donors and marketing - and get quick results - real success, and long-term program growth, requires more.  It requires culture change in the way you position donors, clear focus on your greatest opportunities right now, and a platform that ensure integrity, consistency, and stewardship.  You’ll see a donor-centric focus across the organization, and the gift planning conversation will be integrated in all conversations with donors.Building this type of long-term lens and culture takes patience as well as an honest assessment of where you are and what you have the potential to do.  When you are successful, you will find that every fundraiser in your shop has a gift planning lens on their work, and that they treat every donor in your pool as someone who has the power to change the world.  Because they do.



PRINCIPLE #1:
YOUR CHARITY NEEDS A LONG-TERM VISION AND 

STRATEGY

• Long-term giving requires a powerful, 

compelling vision for the future.

• Resources (and budgets) as well as annual 

goals should be aligned to achieve those 

goals.

• Campaigns should also align with strategy. 
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KATHRYNIf you are going to engage donors in your big, bold visions, those visions need to be clearly articulated as part of a long-term strategic plan built on the power and impact of your mission.  Those visions are unique to your charity, which is a huge advantage as you make your case for long-term investment.  Your nonprofit’s vision is critically important.  Donors do not give to you because you want the money, or need the money.  They do not give simply to be recognized at a specific annual giving level or as a member of the Legacy Society.  They give because they are aligned and support your mission, and the impact you have on a community the donor cares about.  Surveys tell us that impact - and outcome - are the biggest drivers of giving.  So help them see the impact their dollars have currently, and will have on future generations.If those visions drive the organization, then budgets, staff resources, and goals should be aligned to achieve those visions, whether you are talking about annual giving, campaigns, endowment, or deferred gifts. 



PRINCIPLE #1:
YOUR CHARITY NEEDS A LONG-TERM VISION AND 

STRATEGY
• How does this show up?

• Current strategic plan

• Marketing looks ahead with big, bold visions

• Website addresses vision

• Visions drive campaign

• Budgets reflect goals which reflect vision
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KATHRYNIf the vision is to be consistent, what does this look like?The strategic plan should actively guide your board in its work and measurement of success.  The plan should be available (in a readable form!) upon request, on the website, and featured in your annual report.The organization’s marketing should focus not only on its current work, but on the vision it is working to achieve.Those concepts should be integrated throughout the organization’s website.If your organization is campaign, those visions and goals should be easy to identify.  One of the most effective campaigns I’ve seen (for an independent, college prep board school) had a one-page graphic with four areas of excellence making it easy for donors to identify the area of greatest importance to them, and the power of the combined four areas on the quality and outcomes achieved for students.Big visions require a budget with sufficient resources to achieve goals. This means you need sufficient staff to cover all the functions of a gift planning office; you need a budget for donor stewardship; you need a commitment to capturing key information on donor engagement; you need access to data.   These are resources that should be aligned with those future visions.



PRINCIPLE #2:
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP MUST BUY IN

• Organizational leadership must buy in:

• CEO/Executive Team

• Board

• Key concepts:

• Diversified revenue

• Collaborative fundraising

• Donor-centric gift planning
Russell James’ research on how bequest commitments increased annual giving significantly from donors who had put a deferred gift in place: 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3-external-1.amazonaws.com/TWG/78a0b555-d491-451d-b076-
bcffc22183ac_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAVRDO7IEREB57R7MT&Expires=1613493943&Signature=oaKXAGbb7XbWzlHSh4bvNgg5skA%3D
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Presentation Notes
KATHRYNYou cannot be successful in gift planning or securing revocable and irrevocable deferred gifts without the support of your leadership.  The CEO/CFO/COO/CDO must all embrace key concepts for gift planning to be successful.  If they have fears that deferred gifts will hinder current gifts, you’ll need to share the data from Russell James that shows deferred gift donors increase their annual giving. (Here’s a link to the pdf with the results of Russell’s research on how bequest commitments increased annual giving significantly from donors who had put a deferred gift in place: https://higherlogicdownload.s3-external-1.amazonaws.com/TWG/78a0b555-d491-451d-b076-bcffc22183ac_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAVRDO7IEREB57R7MT&Expires=1613493943&Signature=oaKXAGbb7XbWzlHSh4bvNgg5skA%3D.  Russell’s research showed average giving of just under $5,000 two years before the revocable gift was put in place, to more than $8,000 five years later, with significantly increased giving in each of the years following the gift. Other compelling data comes from the Federal Reserve and its report on average investment portfolios. If your CFO is reluctant to accept gifts other than cash, use the Federal Reserve study that shows cash and short-term investments are only 11% of most donor’s assets - their primary holdings are retirements plans, real estate, and securities.Key concepts begin with diversified revenue, collaborative fundraising, and donor-centric gift planning.  These must come from leadership.

https://higherlogicdownload.s3-external-1.amazonaws.com/TWG/78a0b555-d491-451d-b076-bcffc22183ac_file.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAVRDO7IEREB57R7MT&Expires=1613493943&Signature=oaKXAGbb7XbWzlHSh4bvNgg5skA%3D
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PRINCIPLE #2:
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP MUST BUY IN

• How do foster this knowledge and excitement?

• Share the business case for gift planning - stats 
and numbers

• Ask for time with the board - to help them 
understand the opportunities, especially in 
campaign

• Take senior management with you on donor 
calls - they are the voice of the organization.
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KATHRYNThe business case for gift planning focuses on where your program is now, why the revenue is important, and the opportunity you have as an organization. In fact, in the July issue of PG Today you’ll see the interview I had with USA for UNHCR’s David Hall, wherein after going through the NSGPS assessment realized that his org (while committed to pg) had never actually written out the business case for pg.Make a presentation to your board to open doors to gift planning concepts, including simple ways to leverage current gifts, deferred gifts, and the basics of blended gifts.  Challenge them to consider their “big vision” for your nonprofit, and encourage them to talk with you to find the best structure and options.Take your organization’s leadership with you on donor calls.  They are great spokespersons for the charity and will learn more about relationship-based fundraising and the power of planning through a donor’s eyes than any other experience.



PRINCIPLE #2:
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP - WHAT THE BUSINESS 

CASE SHOULD INCLUDE
The business case for gift planning focuses on where your program is now, why the revenue is 
important, and the opportunity you have as an organization.  It should incorporate the following 
data:

• Annual matured gift revenue
• Average estate size
• Revocable deferred gift pipeline (count and amount)
• Legacy society stick rate
• Known to unknown rate
• Number of long-term donors at any giving level, and potential future revenue if you engage 5% or 
10% of that group in creating revocable deferred gifts

• Non-cash gift revenue (including IRA QCD’s)

Presenter
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KATHRYNIt should incorporate the following data:Annual matured gift revenueAverage estate sizeRevocable deferred gift pipeline (count and amount)Legacy society stick rateKnown to unknown rateNumber of long-term donors at any giving level, and potential future revenue if you engage 5% or 10% of that group in creating revocable deferred giftsNon-cash gift revenue (including IRA QCD’s)



PRINCIPLE #3:
SET GOALS AND METRICS THAT FOSTER SUCCESS

• Activity metrics (leading indicators)

• Face to face meetings with donors

• Meaningful 
communications/conversations with 
donors

• Advisor meetings/communications

• Internal collaborations

• Outcome metrics (lagging indicators)

• Irrevocable deferred gifts and value

• Revocable deferred gifts and value

• Known to unknown ratio

• Legacy society stick rate

• Matured gift revenue, by type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNMetrics are measures of quantitative assessment commonly used for comparing, and tracking performance or production. Why are they important?  Because without them, you do not define what success looks like and cannot measure whether you have achieved your objectives.  You cannot see patterns that define future strategy.  You cannot analyze individual or program performance.  You must choose metrics carefully because they drive performance. Do not limit your metrics to outcomes - such as matured gift revenue.  You must look at activities (leading indicators) as well as outcomes (lagging indicators) to be able to track relationships between actions and results.The metrics shown above are the most frequently tracked and represent a good place to start.  The National Association of Charitable Gift Planners has a Metrics Task Force that is working to both define these fields, engage data software firms in providing discrete file locations that allow tracking, and will ultimately collect data to share with the field.  The best advice on metrics is to ask WHY you are tracking the data and HOW you will use the data.  There are many points you can track, but not all of it informs strategy.



PRINCIPLE #3:
SET GOALS AND METRICS THAT FOSTER SUCCESS

• How this translates:

• Track contacts and conversations by line of giving to 
measure integration of the conversation 

• Make sure there are discrete fields to house the data

• Use training to get everyone in the habit of recording 
the data

• Use the data for dashboards that are shared with 
management and the fundraising team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN & NATHAN (WHERE CGP IS AT AND WHERE GOING —- TASK FORCE, CRM’S, ETC…KEY IS IDENTIFYING TRENDS…THERE WILL NEVER BE ONE STANDARD FOR EVERYONE)Using metrics to effectively track activities and drive strategy requires that the entire fundraising team get in the habit of recording gift planning conversations.  The goal is to get every fundraiser to leverage giving through gift planning, from annual fund, to major and principle gift, as well as deferred gift officers.If you are going to be successful long-term, the process must be automated.  Your donor database must have discrete fields to house the contact data to enable long-term analysis and reporting.  You’ll need to do ongoing staff training to change habits, which is a great way to keep gift planning visible and position it as a tool that leverages the gift officer’s success.  Then, use the results not only to generate the business case for gift planning, but to show the importance of donor engagement and stewardship in closing gifts.



PRINCIPLE #4:
DATA IS PRIORITIZED

• Data does not replace eyes, ears, and  conversations -
but it does focus you on the donors you should be 
talking with and marketing to.

• Your nonprofit should prioritize data as an effective 
tool in developing strategy, regardless of size.

• There are no magic wands.  If you are not tracking 
donor affinity, association, and ability, you will not see 
your prospects.
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KATHRYNData is the most effective tool you have in managing and leveraging gift planning across the database.  It allows you to:Identify prospects.  These are individuals with affinity (long-term supporters)., association (engaged with your nonprofit as volunteers, or as users of your services), and ability (basic asset levels).  You should identify your Tier I prospects (those with high affinity, high association/engagement levels, and ability); Tier I prospects are those ready for the deferred gift conversation.  Also identify your Tier II prospects (those with high affinity, high association and ability at a level slightly below the Tier I’s); Tier Its should be the primary audience for your marketing.  Single, widowed/widower, childless, and age 45+ are demographic markers that add value to your prospect identification. Look at matured gifts and the top markers you see for those donors.  Look at your revocable gift pipeline and find the top markers for those donors.  Use those to narrow your lens in identify Tier I and Tier II prospects. Generate analytics.  Basic analytics such as your Legacy Society stick rate, the known to unknown ratio for matured gifts, your average estate size, and the count and value of your revocable deferred gift pipeline are all important.  These analytics are easy to generate if you have structured your data to generate them.



PRINCIPLE #4:
DATA IS PRIORITIZED

• How this translates:

• Discipline in recording data: affinity, 
association, ability, marketing responses 
(training and measurement)

• Access to data: without the ability to 
generate reports that show patterns, you 
cannot respond.

• Use of data to make decisions.

• Sharing data with management.

Presenter
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KATHRYNSetting specific objectives for gathering data and being disciplined in tracking the data is critical.  This means you need to disciplined in gathering information on:Event attendanceMeetings and significant gift/relationship-building conversationsVolunteer serviceBoard (and auxiliary board) serviceStaff relationships (don’t overlook your committed staff who see the impact of your work first hand!)You must also have access to the data when needed, meaning there must be enough reporting bandwidth to allow you to pull data periodically.  And, your system must be structured to allow you to pull reports that simply required date range changes so that you are not stuck in a long-line to get data.  Get your data team to focus on creating the report formats that are either generated quarterly or you can trigger.Use the data to evaluate success, define opportunity, and measure progress.  Use a planned giving dashboard to share key info. Share what you learn with fundraising staff, fundraising management, and the financial team.  Allow the data to shape perceptions around these gifts that are so often misunderstood by top management and boards.



PRINCIPLE #4:
DATA IS PRIORITIZED
This 

Period
2020 
YTD 2019 2018

1. New irrevocable deferred gifts

2. Market value of new irrevocable deferred gifts

3. New revocable deferred gifts

4. Market value of new revocable deferred gifts

5. Number of new non-cash outright gifts

6. Market value of new non-cash outright gifts

7. Market value of distributions from matured deferred gifts

This 
Period

2020
YTD 2019 2018

8. Number of face to face/video visits with donors/prospects

9. Number of substantive contacts with donors/prospects

10. Number of face to face/video visits with professional 
advisors

11. Number of substantive contacts with professional 
advisors

12. Number of Proposals for blended or deferred gifts

13. Dollar value of proposals for blended or deferred gifts

2020 2019 2018

14. Stick Rate (Retention Rate) for Legacy Donors

15. Known/Unknown Rate for Matured Gifts

16. Number of Members of Legacy Society

17. Value of Legacy Society Commitments

18. % of Board Members with Legacy Gifts

This 
Period

2020 
YTD 2019 2018

19. Number of Tier I prospects in data system

20. Number of Tier II prospects in data system

21. Number of responses to marketing campaigns

22. Number of attendees at events

Opportunity

Key StatsDeferred Gift Production

Contact Report

.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN & NATHAN (IMPORTANCE OF DATA…PRE AND POST OUTREACH) — STOP AFTER THIS SLIDE FOR QUESTIONS1	These gifts include charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, and charitable lead trusts.2	Use the current market value of gifts on date of completion.3	These gifts include revocable deferred gifts such as bequests, bequest substitutes in trusts, beneficiary designations of life insurance and IRAs.4	Use donor-reported values, or where there is not a donor-reported value use the 5-year matured gift average.5	Non-cash gifts include publicly traded stock, privately traded stock, real estate, life insurance policies, and tangible personal property.6	Use values reported on 990.7	Use values reported on 990.8	Face to face/video meetings are intentional, face to face meeting with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation or stewardship that advances the donor relationship; not a casual encounter at at event or group meeting.9	Substantive contacts are intentional, meaningful call, e-mail, or text with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation. solicitation, or stewardship that advances the donor relationship. These do not include mail or e-mail communications sent to all donors or to a segment of donors.10	Face to face/video visits are intentional meeting with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a gift, or in which the hospital shares information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively.11	Substantive contacts are an intentional call, email, or text with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a gift, or in which the hospital share information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively. 12	This is a count of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.13	This is the dollar value of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.14	The stick rate/retention rate is calculated by determining the percentage of legacy society members in the prior year who died who left a gift to Children’s.15	The known to unknown rate is calculated by determining the percentage of all new deferred gift donors in the prior year who died and left a gift to Children’s who were a member of the legacy society (known).16	Count of confirmed members of legacy society who have notified the hospital - preferably in writing - they have left a deferred gift to Children’s17	Market value of legacy society commitments; use donor reported values, and where none is offered use 5-year deferred gift average.18	This is generally the percentage of current Foundation board members who have confirmed they have put a deferred gift in place.  Use a separate line to calculate the hospital governing board members who have confirmed a deferred gift.19	Tier I prospects are those who are ready for the planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.20	Tier II prospects are those who are being moved to readiness to have a planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.21	Number of responses to marketing campaigns for the period and year to date.22	Number of attendees at events for the period and year to date.



PRINCIPLE #4:
DATA IS PRIORITIZED - SLIDE DETAILS

.

1 These gifts include charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, and charitable lead trusts.
2 Use the current market value of gifts on date of completion.
3 These gifts include revocable deferred gifts such as bequests, bequest substitutes in trusts, beneficiary designations of life insurance and IRAs.
4 Use donor-reported values, or where there is not a donor-reported value use the 5-year matured gift average.
5 Non-cash gifts include publicly traded stock, privately traded stock, real estate, life insurance policies, and tangible personal property.
6 Use values reported on 990.
7 Use values reported on 990.
8 Face to face/video meetings are intentional, face to face meeting with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation or stewardship that advances the donor relationship; not a casual encounter at at event or group 
meeting.
9 Substantive contacts are intentional, meaningful call, e-mail, or text with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation. solicitation, or stewardship that advances the donor relationship. These do not include mail or 
e-mail communications sent to all donors or to a segment of donors.
10 Face to face/video visits are intentional meeting with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a gift, or in 
which the hospital shares information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively.
11 Substantive contacts are an intentional call, email, or text with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a 
gift, or in which the hospital share information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively. 
12 This is a count of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.
13 This is the dollar value of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.
14 The stick rate/retention rate is calculated by determining the percentage of legacy society members in the prior year who died who left a gift to Children’s.
15 The known to unknown rate is calculated by determining the percentage of all new deferred gift donors in the prior year who died and left a gift to Children’s who were a member of the legacy society (known).
16 Count of confirmed members of legacy society who have notified the hospital - preferably in writing - they have left a deferred gift to Children’s
17 Market value of legacy society commitments; use donor reported values, and where none is offered use 5-year deferred gift average.
18 This is generally the percentage of current Foundation board members who have confirmed they have put a deferred gift in place. Use a separate line to calculate the hospital governing board members who 
have confirmed a deferred gift.
19 Tier I prospects are those who are ready for the planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.
20 Tier II prospects are those who are being moved to readiness to have a planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.
21 Number of responses to marketing campaigns for the period and year to date.
22 Number of attendees at events for the period and year to date.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN & NATHAN (IMPORTANCE OF DATA…PRE AND POST OUTREACH) — STOP AFTER THIS SLIDE FOR QUESTIONS1	These gifts include charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, and charitable lead trusts.2	Use the current market value of gifts on date of completion.3	These gifts include revocable deferred gifts such as bequests, bequest substitutes in trusts, beneficiary designations of life insurance and IRAs.4	Use donor-reported values, or where there is not a donor-reported value use the 5-year matured gift average.5	Non-cash gifts include publicly traded stock, privately traded stock, real estate, life insurance policies, and tangible personal property.6	Use values reported on 990.7	Use values reported on 990.8	Face to face/video meetings are intentional, face to face meeting with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation or stewardship that advances the donor relationship; not a casual encounter at at event or group meeting.9	Substantive contacts are intentional, meaningful call, e-mail, or text with a donor/prospect for discovery, cultivation. solicitation, or stewardship that advances the donor relationship. These do not include mail or e-mail communications sent to all donors or to a segment of donors.10	Face to face/video visits are intentional meeting with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a gift, or in which the hospital shares information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively.11	Substantive contacts are an intentional call, email, or text with an advisor in which the advisor shares information about a donor to the organization and asks questions related to the creation or completion of a gift, or in which the hospital share information with the advisor about the organization and encourages the advisor to visit or call if they have questions that would help them serve their clients more effectively. 12	This is a count of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.13	This is the dollar value of proposals for blended and deferred gifts.14	The stick rate/retention rate is calculated by determining the percentage of legacy society members in the prior year who died who left a gift to Children’s.15	The known to unknown rate is calculated by determining the percentage of all new deferred gift donors in the prior year who died and left a gift to Children’s who were a member of the legacy society (known).16	Count of confirmed members of legacy society who have notified the hospital - preferably in writing - they have left a deferred gift to Children’s17	Market value of legacy society commitments; use donor reported values, and where none is offered use 5-year deferred gift average.18	This is generally the percentage of current Foundation board members who have confirmed they have put a deferred gift in place.  Use a separate line to calculate the hospital governing board members who have confirmed a deferred gift.19	Tier I prospects are those who are ready for the planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.20	Tier II prospects are those who are being moved to readiness to have a planned gift conversation and have been marked in the data system.21	Number of responses to marketing campaigns for the period and year to date.22	Number of attendees at events for the period and year to date.



PRINCIPLE #5:
ACTIVE PROSPECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS

• Whatever the portfolio structure, 
portfolios are intentionally assembled.

• Portfolios are actively managed.

• Portfolios are “right-sized.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNGift planning portfolios may take a variety of forms.  In many shops, Tier I and Tier II prospects are found throughout the fundraising lines of revenue, including major and principle gift portfolios. In other shops, all Tier I prospects are concentrated in a gift planning officer’s portfolio.  Whatever the case, these prospects need active management through the cycles of identification, qualification, cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship.  This requires that portfolios are “right sized” to account for the other responsibilities of a gift officer, and they are monitored to move prospects out that have been determined not be be qualified and to move prospects forward that are qualified.



PRINCIPLE #5:
ACTIVE PROSPECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS

• How this translates:

• Donors are classified, and constantly moving 
through identification, qualification, cultivation, 
solicitation, and stewardship.

• You’ve identified Tier I (ready for the conversation) 
and Tier II (best candidates for marketing) and 
marked them in all fundraising portfolios.

• The gift planner is an active coach to insure 
integrated current gift/deferred gift conversations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNWhen Tier I and Tier II prospects are scattered across the fundraising teams, the gift planning officer may spend a substantial amount of their time coaching conversations.  For all Tier I’s, the gift planning officer should help the officer develop an approach to integrate the ask for a deferred gift into a major gift conversation, or introduce the idea of a blended gift that achieves a donor’s goals in campaign.  Help the gift officer become comfortable with the conversation and position yourself as a resource when it is time for planning and looking at gift options.Support this coaching with training around how to have the conversation.  Don’t focus on making the gift officers technicians - focus on getting them comfortable in the conversation.  Train them on:Opening the door to deferred giftsOptions that expand current gifts (such as gifts of long-term appreciated assets, using your IRA to do your giving if age 70 1/2 or older, using your donor advised fund if you are short on assets)Options that leverage estate gifts (such as using Income in Respect of a Decedent [IRD] property to make charitable gifts since this is property with unpaid income at the donor’s death). The goal is to give the most heavy taxed assets to charity and leave the tax-free assets for family.  Common objections - and how to respond to those objections.  



SCREEN YOUR DONORS
SEPARATE THEM INTO TIERS

• Current Legacy Society Members

• Tier I: Ready for a conversation

• Tier II: Moving to readiness for a conversation

• Tier III: All other donors in your donor base

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNWhen Tier I and Tier II prospects are scattered across the fundraising teams, the gift planning officer may spend a substantial amount of their time coaching conversations.  For all Tier I’s, the gift planning officer should help the officer develop an approach to integrate the ask for a deferred gift into a major gift conversation, or introduce the idea of a blended gift that achieves a donor’s goals in campaign.  Help the gift officer become comfortable with the conversation and position yourself as a resource when it is time for planning and looking at gift options.Support this coaching with training around how to have the conversation.  Don’t focus on making the gift officers technicians - focus on getting them comfortable in the conversation.  Train them on:Opening the door to deferred giftsOptions that expand current gifts (such as gifts of long-term appreciated assets, using your IRA to do your giving if age 70 1/2 or older, using your donor advised fund if you are short on assets)Options that leverage estate gifts (such as using Income in Respect of a Decedent [IRD] property to make charitable gifts since this is property with unpaid income at the donor’s death). The goal is to give the most heavy taxed assets to charity and leave the tax-free assets for family.  Common objections - and how to respond to those objections.  



PRINCIPLE #6:
QUALIFIED STAFF IN PLACE TO DO THE WORK

• Qualified staff is in place to engage with donors

• Relationship-building expertise is more 
important than technical expertise

• True interest in donors

• Even where roles are split, time and goals are 
allocated to gift planning

• There is emphasis on ongoing education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNQualified staff - and job descriptions that align with job responsibilities - are key to success.  You do not need an “expert” to be successful.  But you must have staff that not only have experience with relationship-based fundraising, but have a true interest in donors.



PRINCIPLE #6:
QUALIFIED STAFF IN PLACE TO DO THE WORK

• Job descriptions accurately describe the 
role and tasks of the position

• Job description is updated regularly

• Education is encouraged, and there is a 
budget to back it

• Networking with other charities to keep 
abreast of trends is encouraged

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNThe job description should align with the duties of the gift officer, and the metrics should be uniquely tailored to the responsibilities of the gift officer.  Taking the time to articulate the work that needs to be done, and aligning the job description and metrics with that job, will help focus you on the best candidate for each role and will allow candidates to understand the type of experience and skills you need.Ongoing education and networking should also be a priority.  And metrics must be aligned to reflect the job responsibilities.  This is a different role from a major gift officer; this means metrics for the two roles should not look alike!



PRINCIPLE #6:
JOB DESCRIPTION - 11 FUNCTIONS

Read the job description for the position.  There are eleven functions associated with gift planning.  It’s important to know who 
performs these functions and to ensure that goals - especially donor engagement - is prioritized.

1.Manager of the team - setting strategy and direction and overseeing operations and staff
2.Front line gift officers - engaging with donors; generally represented by donors in portfolios
3.Stewardship of legacy society/planned gift donors - keeping current donors engaged, letting them know they are appreciated, 

building the relationship
4.Gift administration - tracking gift commitments, recording new gifts, managing gift/endowment agreements, overseeing crts and 

cgas, insurance policies, liquidation of non-cash gifts
5.Estate administration - working with the executor/administrator and stewardship of family
6.Prospect research and prospect management - identifying prospects and ensuring active management
7.Marketing and communication - key messages and outreach tools
8.Professional advisor outreach - liaison with the professional community
9.Events management - legacy society events and other donor interactions; could also be professional advisor events
10.Administrative support - data management, tracking, and report generation; support for contact reports and travel
11.Legal counsel - internal or external expertise on an as-needed basis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNRead the job description for the position.  There are eleven functions associated with gift planning.  It’s important to know who performs these functions and to ensure that goals - especially donor engagement - is prioritized.Manager of the team - setting strategy and direction and overseeing operations and staffFront line gift officers - engaging with donors; generally represented by donors in portfoliosStewardship of legacy society/planned gift donors - keeping current donors engaged, letting them know they are appreciated, building the relationshipGift administration - tracking gift commitments, recording new gifts, managing gift/endowment agreements, overseeing crts and cgas, insurance policies, liquidation of non-cash giftsEstate administration - working with the executor/administrator and stewardship of familyProspect research and prospect management - identifying prospects and ensuring active managementMarketing and communication - key messages and outreach toolsProfessional advisor outreach - liaison with the professional communityEvents management - legacy society events and other donor interactions; could also be professional advisor eventsAdministrative support - data management, tracking, and report generation; support for contact reports and travelLegal counsel - internal or external expertise on an as-needed basisOngoing education and networking should also be a priority.  And metrics must be aligned to reflect the job responsibilities.  This is a different role from a major gift officer; this means metrics for the two roles should not look alike!



PRINCIPLE #7: STRONG CASE FOR LONG-
TERM DONOR INVESTMENT

• Separate case for long-term investment

• Builds on current case for giving, but is

• Urgent

• Compelling

• Drives towards long-term vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNWhereas the internal business case mentioned earlier is focused inward on why the organization should have a gift planning program, the donor case for long-term investment is focused outwardly on why donors should invest in the long-term mission of your organization.  This case statement should reflect the organization’s mission and vision - much like the case for annual giving - but it looks to the future.  It should be urgent, compelling, and should position the donor as the key to success in achieving that vision.For example, the statement below is generically structured to give you a sense of the key messages - these messages will be all the  more powerful if you insert your mission, vision, and donor impact:“You have been a important partner in our mission - your gifts have changed lives and transformed families.  We now have the opportunity - with you help - to innovate our treatments and coverage, invest in research that will save lives, and make this state the healthiest environment for children. Include us in your estate plan and impact children and families for generations to come.”



PRINCIPLE #7: STRONG CASE FOR LONG-
TERM DONOR INVESTMENT

• How it translates:

• Sets an expectation for “both/and”

• Incorporates the donor in the 
solution - the donor makes it possible

• Is integrated through the marketing 
materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNThe case for long-term support does not compete with the case for annual giving.  Rather, it augments that case and sets an expectation that the organization’s donors - who have had such an impact on lives through their current giving - should consider extending that impact for generations two come with a gift through their estate plan.  Set the expectation that the organization’s most committed donors do both!Make sure the donor sees themself in the case statement.  “Without your support, this vision and these goals are not possible.  You can make it a reality.”Integrate this case statement throughout your marketing materials, annual report, website, and even program brochures.  Some of you are organizations that donors may think of as institutional - such as libraries, hospitals, schools - and thus do not need support.  Make it clear that donors are essential partners in mission.



SAMPLE CASE STATEMENTS

Research Charity

Without your help ABC’s work is not 
possible. Give today to provide 
immediate support for those living with 
[abc disease] and to accelerate research 
that extends the lives of those with 
[abc disease] and opens the door to a 
cure.

University

Your generous gifts have opened doors for 
students, fueled leading edge research and filled 
our communities with professionals and strong 
leaders, yet there is much more to accomplish. 
XYZ University’s vision to lead and shape the 
future of education will not be possible without 
your partnership. Let us show you how to 
create a gift that will impact lives and change 
the world we live in for generations to come.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNSample case statements



PRINCIPLE #8:
STEWARDSHIP IS A PRIORITY

• Stewardship - care of donors - builds 

long-term relationships

• Stewardship impacts donor retention

• Stewardship positions donors as 

partners in mission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNStewardship builds donor relationships and donor loyalty.  Often in difficult times, stewardship budgets and priorities are reduced on the theory that stewardship doesn’t generate money.  It absolutely does!  It impacts donor retention. (It’s expensive to find new donors to replace the ones you lost to lack of stewardship, and research shows long-term donors give more.). And long-term donors - at any giving living - are the best prospects for deferred gifts.  Donors are partners in mission.  You need to treat them as partners through stewardship.



PRINCIPLE #8:
STEWARDSHIP IS A PRIORITY

• How this translates:

• Know your donor.

• Show them the impact of their gifts.

• Thank them - without holding your hand 
out in the same communication.

• Let them know the work you do is not 
possible without their support.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN AND NATHANWhat does stewardship look like for planned gift donors?Keep them apprised of the impact of donor gifts on the organization and the impact of estate gifts you have received.  Invite them to imagine the impact their gifts will have.Keep in touch with them.  Set a goal of a personal visit every two to three years.Update their gift intentions.  Check in every 3 to 5 years (it’s easy to do this on a personal visit) to update the gift details and confirm it is still in place.  If the gift is for a specific purpose, learn more about the donor’s goals for the gift.  If appropriate, offer to create a gift agreement that will capture those goals.Invite them to campus (when the world reopens after COVID) to see the work you are doing.Thank them every time you see them for their commitment to the future, and help them understand how critical their support is to your success.



PRINCIPLE #8:
STEWARDSHIP IS A PRIORITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Covers all the basesThank youHighlights ImpactLetter from PresidentTies into pandemicCTA is about ‘sharing words of encouragement’…NOT a gift!!



PRINCIPLE #8:
STEWARDSHIP IS A PRIORITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great example of simplicity with Shriners…Thank youReinforcing ‘planting a seed’Provide opportunity to share message of hope/healing with the children and families of Shriners



STEWARDSHIP MAY LOOK DIFFERENT 
GOING FORWARD

• The Pandemic brought about 

opportunities to try new things

• Virtual tours

• Lunch-and-learns

• Digital happy-hour or coffee break

• Facebook live concerts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NATHANNo longer just the ‘gala’ or recognition society event…STORY - Client sent branded coffee with note…meet on Zoom for virtual coffee breakA couple of my favoritesMy own DMSO (Des Moines Symphony Orchestra) popped up in FB feedDMSO at Home…Concertmaster, Jonathan Sturm and principle Cellist, Julie Sturm sharing a glimpse into their life at home- Live at Carnegie Hall has been another great way to bring the performances into donor’s homes since they can’t go their to see them. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
NATHANAnother example…



PRINCIPLE #9: MARKETING POSITIONS 
DONORS AS PARTNERS IN MISSION

• Donors are partners and investors in 
your mission.

• You could not accomplish your work 
without them.

• Marketing should make it clear that 
together you have accomplished 
mission.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNDonors are your partners and investors in mission.  Make sure your marketing positions them as an essential element in your success.  Too often, annual reports provide statistics on what the organization has accomplished (1 million meals, 500,000 trips to medical offices, or 50,000 beds filled) without acknowledging the outcomes (healthier, safer populations) and the partnership with their donors (who provide the funds that make it all possible).  While you have heard a lot about positioning donors as partners, it is broken out as a separate principle here because that requires an intentional decision and should be reflected through every marketing and messaging platform.



PRINCIPLE #9: MARKETING POSITIONS 
DONORS AS PARTNERS IN MISSION

• How this translates:

• Look at your language.  Is it all about your 
organization, or is it about what you and your 
donors accomplished together?

• Look at your program brochures.  Do you make it 
clear the work was possible only with the support 
of generous donors?

• Look at your website and social media.  What do 
you tell them about the importance of donors?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN AND NATHAN (Marketing always played critical role in pg fundraising, even more now with donors inundated with 1000’s of marketing messages every day…list, relevance, authenticity). You may think you do a great job of positioning donors as partners, but make sure that message is integrated throughout every marketing and communications platform. Make a review of all of your print and digital materials to see how effectively and consistently your organization positions donors as partners in mission and attributes the organization’s success to that partnership.  Check:Program brochures:  Do they make the statement that the services are available through the generosity of your donors?Website:  Check the program pages for links that allow donors to “make this possible.” Check the giving pages to make sure donors see a strong case for giving - and not just an input form - and that they realize there are giving options other than cash.  Also check to see how easy it is for donors to get in touch with you, and get gift planning information.Campaign materials:  Is the case for current and long-term giving clear, and consistent?Annual giving materials: Is the case for current and long-term giving clear and consistent here as well?  Do you have check boxes to allow donors to request more information about impacting future generations, and allowing donors to share with you they have put an estate gift in place?  Include these boxes on your online giving forms as well!Magazines and newsletters: For those of you who have magazines and newsletters, how visible is giving?  How visible are donor stories?  Are the messages consistent and do they position donors as partners in mission?



PRINCIPLE #10: 
THE NONPROFIT IS DONOR CENTRIC

• The nonprofit values its donors as 
essential partners.

• It’s about what the donor wants to 
accomplish - rather than what the 
nonprofit wants them to do.

• The nonprofit builds valued 
relationships with donors - rather than 
perceiving them as ATMs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNprinciple #10 builds on principle #8, but goes even further.  If the organization is truly donor centric (and not organization-centric) there is a real interest in understanding the donor’s goals in creating the gift.  The donor must feel like an investor and partner in your work - as opposed to an ATM that you hit up for money when the coffers are low.  We’ve all had the ATM experience.  It’s the contribution we make to disaster relief, or annual fund, which generates both an acknowledgement for the gift and a solicitation for more money.  It’s the direct response mail we receive relentlessly, without any acknowledgment that we are a long-term supporter.  Giving must be more personal.



PRINCIPLE #10: 
NONPROFIT IS DONOR CENTRIC

• Here’s how this translates:

• Fundraisers want to know more 
about why the nonprofit’s work is so 
important to the donor.

• Gift acceptance policies allow donors 
to contribute assets that best fit their 
goals.

• Donors are thanked and recognized 
as part of the nonprofit’s culture.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNHere’s what a donor-centric fundraising shop looks and feels like:The organization prioritizes its donors and treats them as partners in mission.  And they embrace that role.The organization’s gift acceptance policies allow donors to contribute the asset that is most appropriate for their giving.  Donors are not told that real estate, closely held companies, or other non-cash assets are not welcome become it is too much trouble to liquidate them.Stewardship is a priority.Gift officers receive training on how to listen to donors, and share information about the organization’s priorities in a way that allows the gift officer to explore what is most compelling to that donor.Gift agreements are used to capture information about the donor’s goals and offer protection that the gift will be used for the purpose the donor intended.  (And internal policies are aligned to insure the charity follows the donor’s instructions.)Endowment reports are sent to donors or donor families on a regular basis, with information about the endowment’s impact on mission, current finances, and thanks.



MOVING FORWARD 
TOWARDS SUCCESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where do we go from here? 



MAKE A PLAN

• Assess

• Begin by assessing where you 
are on each of these principles

• Engage the team to review 
results looking for strengths, 
weaknesses, and opportunities.  

• Plan

• Identify opportunities

• Build on strengths and 
addresses weaknesses

• Set clear goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYNLet’s assume you have bought into and embrace these ten principles.  How do you put them to work in your own organization?  The only way to do this effectively is with an intentional plan built on your key strategies. Here are the steps in that process.Start with an assessment.  NACGP offers assessment tools for each of the three areas of excellence on its website.  Here is the link:  https://charitablegiftplanners.org/nsgps  You can take the assessment anonymously or you can share the information with the field.Put together a team.  Include fundraising management, finance, marketing, stewardship, and prospect identification/management.  Look at the results and set priorities.  If you are weak in several areas, identify one or two of those to tackle in the year.  Many of you have limited staff and resources, so don’t set goals that anticipate transformation of your program in a single year.Create a written plan with goals for contacts, stewardship, marketing campaigns, and new gifts.  The assessment and data analysis should help you focus on key donor segments, and an engagement strategy for each segment based on readiness.



MAKE A PLAN

• Evaluate

• Track results

• Use data to look at patterns

• Use the self-assessment at 

year-end to measure progress

• Plan

• Create a new strategy for the 
following year

• Learn from your evaluation

• Continue to amplify strengths

• Build new strategies to address 
weaknesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN AND NATHAN (it’s not worth doing if you’re not tracking it)Review your work and progress at year end.  Get in the habit of taking the assessment once a year to measure progress and to help identify goals for the following year.  Use the data to look at patterns.  For example, in recent work with a client in which we tracked metrics, we could see that quarters one and three were the most effective times to meet with donors.  Events, vacations, and other activities made quarters two and four more difficult.  This helped inform the timing of marketing and events.  We also could clearly track internal collaboration and donor meetings with gift outcomes, which were concentrated as well in the first and third quarters.  This was a great way to make the case that personal contact (as opposed to only direct response) closed more gifts.  Always remember to celebrate success as you experience these learnings and see progress!Then it’s time to make a new plan.   Start every year with a clear strategy that will set priorities in program building, and set priorities in donor engagement opportunities.  With ongoing assessment and focus on strategy, you’ll find you are not only making greater progress because of the intentionality of your work but you will also be able to communicate goals and outcomes more effectively.  Use your data and results when you communicate.  You are in a role where you are constantly educating management and your fundraising team about the power of gift planning.



FINAL THOUGHTS



FINAL THOUGHTS
• Creating a strategy that builds on your strengths, 

addresses your weaknesses, and identifies opportunities 
is the single most important thing you will do.

• All nonprofits have fewer staff, and smaller budgets, 
than in the perfect world.

• It doesn’t take money to be more effective - it takes 
focus!

• Let your strategy drive your tactics - and your program 
will grow quickly!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KATHRYN AND NATHANSuccess comes from knowing the steps that will uniquely benefit your nonprofit and take its gift planning program from wherever you are starting towards a goal to build more resources and revenue for your organization.  It’s all about strategy.  It’s all about planning.  And it requires an honest assessment of your strengths, weaknesses, needs, and potential.You’ll find great success (and sanity!) if you engage members of the management and fundraising teams to make this journey with you.  Gift planning is not a siloed activity.  Your best prospects interact with your organization on a regular basis.  They are donors, volunteers, and dedicated partners in mission.  It takes management, board, and co-workers to truly change the culture and embrace gift planning.Use the tools we have discussed today to chart your success.  Network with each other to find ways to address hurdles, get buy in, or use data.  Continue to ask questions, and continue to educate your team.  As you progress, you will find more and more ways to use data to overcome fears (for example, that donors who make deferred gifts quit making annual gifts) and make the case for investment in the gift planning program.



QUESTIONS?

Nathan Stelter
President

The Stelter Company
nathan@stelter.com

https://charitablegiftplanners.org/nsgps

mailto:nathan@stelter.com
https://charitablegiftplanners.org/nsgps
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